ABSTRACT This is the final of a three-part series of papers which mainly discusses the implementation issues of the CRNM. The first two papers in the series have introduced the modeling background and methodology,
Introduction
The LRM based on the CRNM is a kind of link-and-node LRM. As introduced in the first paper of the series, the link-and-node LRM does not designate any fixed reference point along a road segment in advance but employs the nodes in the node-arc model directly as the datum.
Correspondingly, for the CRNM-based LRM, the datum consists of center points of intersection zones. The LRM is used to provide spatial references for location points in a trajectory of a moving vehicle. A location point consists of at least two elements, location and time. The LRM will be responsible for the location part. Two different scenarios will be discussed, respectively, and then a unified tuple of the LRM for location points is proposed. Following the proposed LRM, a case study is introduced to illustrate how to represent a road network in the real world with the CRNM.
LRM and datum based on the CRNM

Location points outside intersection zones
Consider that the location points (e. g. , V1 in The measure at the parallel direction can be denoted by the distance, namely VehicleOffset, from a location point to the starting node of the carriageway along the carriageway, e. g. , dl in 
1.2
Location points within intersection zones
When considering the location points (e. g. , V2 in Fig. 1 ) within intersection zones, the Type A tuple will not be applicable because it is difficult to determine which carriageway or lane a vehicle is traveling on and thus CarriagewayID, VehicleOffset, and LaneNo can not be calculated. In view of this, the detailed changes within an intersection zone are ignored, and the node of the intersection zone is used to denote the locations of these points. Therefore, the basic tuple for location points in the second scenario is %NodeID, Time>, which is named Type B tuple. Correspondingly, the location points are named Type B location points.
Movement-related information of location points
Since each location point is a result of sampling 
